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24. Verb - Past Tense

25. Verb - Past Tense



D-Day2

Once apon a time when there was peace and harmony in the town of Zuzuzuchi. But one day the peace was

disturbed by 9876543210 strange new comers. They claimed they were flarps but we all knew they were rom-

ulains big fat reltives of what used to be a Noun . The hippo kind used to be a gentle species but one day

Proper Noun the Adjective - Ends in EST hippo but also the leader of the hippos Verb - Base Form

into an old nuclear Noun followed by his hippo companoins. They were just looking for water but they

Adverb drank radioactive bug juice. It turned most of them into flarps which are just mutated

Noun - Plural that are just a little Adjective than regular hippos. The other unlucky Noun - 

Plural turned into rom-ulains they are also Adjective but they like to pick fights. So back to the story,

they loved Verb - Present ends in ING fights and we zuchis are some of the Adjective - Ends in EST fighters

around. So that started D-day 3 (dont ask about D-day 2 also started by the rom-ulains). So Conjunction

the rom-ulains charged the commanders yelled WHOOHOO Conjunction the Proper Noun - Plural

charged right into our trap. But that only took care of the fisrt line of five but luckily we had set another three

traps so there was only one line left for hand to hand combat but luckily Kwat-jo showed up just as they were

about to break our lines and summoned a hole in the ground to envelope the last of the rom-ulains but at the last

critical moment Proper Noun fell Preposition the hole and it was sealed Adverb . The

Proper Noun - Plural and troops all wailed in despair but then someone Verb - Base Form

Pronoun sacrifice will not go in vain and then the whole army Preposition perfect unison

HOORAH. To this day Pronoun sacrafice remains honored. The rom-ulains will never Verb - 

Past Tense



their epic fail at Zuzuzuchi. We zuchis will also never Verb - Past Tense this epic victory. This is the story

of D-day 3.
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